The Mopar® name has long been emblazoned on race cars greeted by checkered flags, on boxes left over from a weekend of wrenching and on shirts belonging to the masters of your make and model. Its rich history is born not just of parts but of lifelong connections made at those tracks, garages and service bays. Mopar is with you the moment you get your new keys and for every kilometre thereafter. It helps you make your ride your own with accessories of every kind. It assures you with expert maintenance, made-for-your-model parts and Mopar Vehicle Protection®.
L. **PERSONALITY**

A. **ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL GUARDS.** Add a touch of stainless steel style to your vehicle while protecting its interior door sills from scratches. Front sills feature the Charger logo, which illuminates when the front doors are open. Available as a set of four for front and rear.

B. **THE VALVE STEM CAPS.** These decorative caps give your Charger wheels a real boost. Set of four caps features the Charger Hellcat logo with Black finish, or the Black SRT logo with Chrome or Black finish.

C. **MOLDED PLASTIC GUARDS.** Protect your Charger against unmaintained door debris. Guards are available in sets for front or rear.

D. **HOOD PIN KIT.** The authentic touch you instantly dreamt of—with your Charger a distinctive muscle car appearance. Constructed of non-scratch PVC-coated layered and clips of marine-grade stainless steel, hood pin jacks are available in Chrome or Black, featuring the Mopar® identity.

E. **FULL VEHICLE COVER.** Help protect your Charger’s finish from UV rays, dirt and other pollutants with this washable, weather-resistant, heavy-duty cover. Contoured cover is available featuring the Charger or SRT Hellcat logos, double-stitched seams and elasticized bottom edges at front and rear.

F. **DOOR SILL GUARDS.** These embossed logo guards help protect your door sills and are available in stainless steel. Available as a set of four for front and rear, guards display either the Mopar or Charger logos.

G. **SIDE WINDOW CARE DECKS.** Acrylic, tinted deflectors follow window contours, and allow the windows to be open during inclement weather.

H. **STAINLESS STEEL B-PILLARS.** Also shown on previous page. Emphasize Charger’s strong points with the look of stainless steel. Sold as a set of four, these B-pillars allow you to add that extra touch of customization that brings out Charger’s (and your) personality.

I. **LICENSE PLATE FRAMES.** Make it official. Put your Dodge brand pride front and centre, and at the back end, too. Formed from stainless steel and treated for long-lasting durability, frames are available in Black and Polished finishes, with or without the SRT or Charger logos.

J. **WIRELESS CHARGING PAD.** Leave your cords behind and slip into the future. Just equip your smartphone with the cover (1) that integrates wire-free charging technology, and the green light lets you know it’s charging. Professionally installed and within reach, charging becomes second nature every time you drive your car.

K. **LEAD FOG LIGHTS.** Clearly, these new LED Fog Lights give you maximum visibility in hard-to-see weather. LED technology features long-life and a defined light pattern to enhance visibility.

L. **REAR SPOILER.** All Mopar spoilers undergo testing to help prevent vibration and ensure durability. Available in Matte Black, which can be painted to match body colour (as shown).

M. **CHROME MIRROR COVERS.** (Also shown on previous page.) Reflect your sense of style with these custom covers. They are a snap to install. Sold as a set of two.

N. **MOAB WINDOW DECALS (NOT SHOWN).** This Mopar window decal is applied on the interior side of the window for unassuming style.

O. **MOPAR TRUNK COVER (NOT SHOWN).** This collapsible, easy-to-clean tote features a slid-resistant bottom, Dodge logo and storage dividers, and forms up to four compartments.

P. **ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT (NOT SHOWN).** Designed to be a valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Kit includes safety spotlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves.

* A voucher to redeem applicable wireless smartphone cover is included with purchase of the Wireless Charging Pad. Check provincial and local laws for restrictions on installation and use.
**MOPAR® WHEELS**

These custom wheels are machined to match your Charger’s exact specifications. The design delivers a smooth and balanced ride.

**Engine Cover.** This HEMI® Engine Cover, painted HEMI Orange, is a nod to the original. Only available for the 5.7L HEMI V8 engine. Check provincial and local restrictions on modifications and use. Also available in Carbon fibre.

**Anti-Sway Bars.** For those who’d rather leave the rock and roll to the stereo, these bars help resist body roll motion. With less side-to-side lean in turns, they will help you enjoy better handling and control on the road.

**Cold Air Intake Kit.** This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive sound, this intake provides performance you can hear and feel. Includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter.

**PERFORMANCE EXHAUST KIT.** Our performance Cat-Back Exhaust System features T304 stainless steel construction with mandrel-bent tubing and stainless band clamps. This free-flow system helps to provide performance and enhanced sound and a deeper tone, and helps to improve fuel efficiency. System is compatible with vehicle’s original-equipment exhaust tips.

**Lowering Springs Kit.** Embrace your inner street driver and raise your pulse by lowering your suspension. This kit delivers a measurable drop and cuts body roll for crisp handling, tight cornering and faster response. Four coil springs are included.

**Rear Strut Tower Brace.** Improve your Charger’s handling and suspension while reducing interior noise. The Rear Tower Brace is a low-cost performance you can feel. Powder-coated Grey and features the Mopar® logo. Powder-coated Grey and features the Mopar® logo.

**PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION KIT.** This premium suspension kit features evolution, new shock and damper technology. The threaded design and aluminum spring perches allow for easy adjustment of your vehicle’s height according to your exact specifications, and ensures that links to wear over time, even after years of the strongest weather influences.

**ShokTower Caps.** Cover the upper strut mounts of the shock towers, replacing the production Black plastic caps. Sold separately. Include all installation parts. Shown with optional chrome.

**Mopar® Center Caps (not shown).** Add the finishing touch to your distinctive wheels with chromed center caps featuring the Mopar® logo. Put them on your wheels and cruise in style.

**Lug Lock Kit (not shown).** Includes four new locking lug nuts, an optional key to help prevent unauthorized theft and a flow.

**Performance Spring Kit (not shown).** For those who’d rather make their mark on the street, these coil springs help raise your vehicle to the next level. They allow you to gain a better handling and control for the road.

**LOWERING SPRINGS KIT.** Embrace your inner street driver and raise your pulse by lowering your suspension. This kit delivers a measurable drop and cuts body roll for crisp handling, tight cornering and faster response. Four coil springs are included.

**Cat-Back Exhaust System.** Our performance Cat-Back Exhaust System features T304 stainless steel construction with mandrel-bent tubing and stainless band clamps. This free-flow system helps to provide performance and enhanced sound and a deeper tone, and helps to improve fuel efficiency. System is compatible with vehicle’s original-equipment exhaust tips.

**Cold Air Intake Kit.** This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive sound, this intake provides performance you can hear and feel. Includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter.

**Anti-Sway Bars.** For those who’d rather leave the rock and roll to the stereo, these bars help resist body roll motion. With less side-to-side lean in turns, they will help you enjoy better handling and control on the road.

**Rear Strut Tower Brace.** Improve your Charger’s handling and suspension while reducing interior noise. The Rear Tower Brace is a low-cost performance you can feel. Powder-coated Grey and features the Mopar® logo.

**Performance Suspension Kit.** This premium suspension kit features evolution, new shock and damper technology. The threaded design and aluminum spring perches allow for easy adjustment of your vehicle’s height according to your exact specifications, and ensures that links to wear over time, even after years of the strongest weather influences.

**ShokTower Caps.** Cover the upper strut mounts of the shock towers, replacing the production Black plastic caps. Sold separately. Include all installation parts. Shown with optional chrome.

**Mopar® Center Caps (not shown).** Add the finishing touch to your distinctive wheels with chromed center caps featuring the Mopar® logo. Put them on your wheels and cruise in style.

**Lug Lock Kit (not shown).** Includes four new locking lug nuts, an optional key to help prevent unauthorized theft and a flow.

**Performance Spring Kit (not shown).** For those who’d rather make their mark on the street, these coil springs help raise your vehicle to the next level. They allow you to gain a better handling and control for the road.

**LOWERING SPRINGS KIT.** Embrace your inner street driver and raise your pulse by lowering your suspension. This kit delivers a measurable drop and cuts body roll for crisp handling, tight cornering and faster response. Four coil springs are included.

**Cat-Back Exhaust System.** Our performance Cat-Back Exhaust System features T304 stainless steel construction with mandrel-bent tubing and stainless band clamps. This free-flow system helps to provide performance and enhanced sound and a deeper tone, and helps to improve fuel efficiency. System is compatible with vehicle’s original-equipment exhaust tips.

**Cold Air Intake Kit.** This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive sound, this intake provides performance you can hear and feel. Includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter.

**Anti-Sway Bars.** For those who’d rather leave the rock and roll to the stereo, these bars help resist body roll motion. With less side-to-side lean in turns, they will help you enjoy better handling and control on the road.

**Rear Strut Tower Brace.** Improve your Charger’s handling and suspension while reducing interior noise. The Rear Tower Brace is a low-cost performance you can feel. Powder-coated Grey and features the Mopar® logo.

**Performance Suspension Kit.** This premium suspension kit features evolution, new shock and damper technology. The threaded design and aluminum spring perches allow for easy adjustment of your vehicle’s height according to your exact specifications, and ensures that links to wear over time, even after years of the strongest weather influences.
**REMOVABLE ROOF RACK** When it's time for your next big adventure, these lightweight aluminum bars expand your cargo-carrying capacity. Available and priced in pairs. Combination with all-beige sport and cargo carriers.

**EVERY TOP CARRIER** The heavy-duty nylon carrier is weatherproof and secure to the Removable Roof Rack with four mounting brackets. Carrier also features a large covered-zipper opening and useable storage.

**EVERY MOUNT CARRIER** The fully adjustable carrier with heavy-duty nylon straps holds any pairs and secures to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT SPORTS CARRIER** This fully adjustable carrier can accommodate various styles of carriers that can be securely fastened to your vehicle. Available with or without a drawbar. Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT BIKE CARRIER** Two-bike and four-bike folding styles can be securely fastened to your vehicle. Carrier includes four extra-large rubber inserts to help protect your bicycle's frame and tires. Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT BIKE ADAPTER** Designed and tested to match your vehicle's towing capacity, the Hitch-Mount Bike Carriers are made of heavy-duty, cold-rolled steel. Powder-coated paint provides a durable finish. Hitch Receiver and Hitch Ball sold separately.

**HITCH MOUNT ADAPTER** These carriers are designed to accommodate virtually all types of bikes. The Fork-Mount style carriers can be securely fastened to the frame and rear wheel. The Upright style carriers can be securely fastened to the frame and rear wheel. Carrier includes four extra-large rubber inserts to help protect your bicycle's frame and tires. Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT UPRIGHT CARRIER** This versatile carrier is designed to accommodate virtually all types of bikes. The Fork-Mount style carriers can be securely fastened to the frame and rear wheel. The Upright style carriers can be securely fastened to the frame and rear wheel. Carrier includes four extra-large rubber inserts to help protect your bicycle's frame and tires. Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT-ON-BOAT CARRIER** This fully adjustable carrier with heavy-duty nylon straps holds one boat and secures to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT WATER SPORTS CARRIER** This fully adjustable carrier with heavy-duty nylon straps holds one boat and secures to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT-ON-BOAT CARRIER** This fully adjustable carrier with heavy-duty nylon straps holds one boat and secures to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT ADAPTER** These carriers are designed to accommodate virtually all types of boats. The Fork-Mount style carriers can be securely fastened to the frame and rear wheel. Carrier includes four extra-large rubber inserts to help protect your boat's frame and tires. Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT WEIGHT CARRIER** These carriers are designed to accommodate virtually all types of boats. The Fork-Mount style carriers can be securely fastened to the frame and rear wheel. Carrier includes four extra-large rubber inserts to help protect your boat's frame and tires. Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT-ON-BOAT CARRIER** This fully adjustable carrier with heavy-duty nylon straps holds one boat and secures to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT WEIGHT CARRIER** These carriers are designed to accommodate virtually all types of boats. The Fork-Mount style carriers can be securely fastened to the frame and rear wheel. Carrier includes four extra-large rubber inserts to help protect your boat's frame and tires. Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT-ON-BOAT CARRIER** This fully adjustable carrier with heavy-duty nylon straps holds one boat and secures to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT WEIGHT CARRIER** These carriers are designed to accommodate virtually all types of boats. The Fork-Mount style carriers can be securely fastened to the frame and rear wheel. Carrier includes four extra-large rubber inserts to help protect your boat's frame and tires. Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT-ON-BOAT CARRIER** This fully adjustable carrier with heavy-duty nylon straps holds one boat and secures to the Removable Roof Rack.

**HITCH MOUNT WEIGHT CARRIER** These carriers are designed to accommodate virtually all types of boats. The Fork-Mount style carriers can be securely fastened to the frame and rear wheel. Carrier includes four extra-large rubber inserts to help protect your boat's frame and tires. Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack.
Bright Pedal Kit. Stainless steel pedal covers add brightwork to the footwell. Rubber-on-pedals provides contrast to the performance look, as well as traction. No drilling required.

Premium Carpet Floor Mats. Rubber mat centers are custom-fit and color-coordinated to match your Charger’s interior. Front mats feature a Dodge metal badge logo. Sold as a set of four.

Kicker® Sound Systems. KICKER® is the world’s premier high-performance car audio manufacturer. KICKER® speakers and upgrade packages have been designed specifically for your Charger. As you get a closer look, you’ll see why it was invented. And best of all, KICKER parts are made assembly in the USA. Plus, they’re all free shipping and under warranty. Sold as a set of four.

Premium Bt® Floor Mats. These premium Black Berber floor mats are a custom-crafted fit around your rear seat. Not just a floor mat, the Interiors are tailored to your needs. Choose from a variety of design to match your style. It’s your car, make it your interior with Katzkin. Ask your retailer for more information.

Premium Nippon® Leather Interiors. Mopar® has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin offers a full line of leather-trimmed interiors that are tailored and professionally designed for all Dodge brand vehicles. From modern to classic, Katzkin® leather interiors will enhance your interior. Sold as a set of four.

Premium Carpet Cargo Mat. Black Berber carpet cargo mats are 100% stain resistant and the perfect solution for your vehicle’s cargo area. Sold as a set of four. Sold as a set of four.

Premium Mopar® Floor Mats. These plush carpet floor mats give your vehicle distinction. Mopar® quality, color-coordinated and custom-shaped to perfectly fit your interior. Front mats feature a new, bold logo. Sold as a set of four.

All-Weather Mats. These heavy-duty mats feature deep grooves that help guard against mud, snow and slush to spill over the carpet. Sold as a set of four. Available in Black. Front mats feature the Charger logo.

All-Weather Mats. These heavy-duty mats feature deep grooves that help guard against mud, snow and slush to spill over the carpet. Sold as a set of four. Available in Black. Front mats feature the Charger logo.

Katzkin® Leather Interiors. Mopar® has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin offers a full line of leather-trimmed interiors that are tailored and professionally designed for all Dodge brand vehicles. From modern to classic, Katzkin® leather interiors will enhance your interior. Sold as a set of four.
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